Accurate Low Cost Thermodynamic Observing System
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1. Identification and Significance of the Innovation

NOAA has fielded valuable but expensive weather observing systems (e.g. Nexrad, satellites, rawinsondes, automated weather systems) for use in initializing numerical weather prediction models. However, complementary observing systems are needed that are lower in cost, providing plentiful, regular observations of data sparse regions.

High impact weather is closely linked to the temperature and humidity (thermodynamic) structure of the planetary boundary layer. The boundary layer is the region where severe convective weather originates and exacts its human and economic tolls. The need for plentiful, regular thermodynamic soundings in this region is widely recognized. Properly calibrated microwave profiling radiometers can provide these soundings.

Example 5-min radiometer and 6-hr rawinsonde soundings are compared in Figure 1 during the 2010 Winter Olympics at Whistler, B.C. Good agreement is seen in spite of the fact that the radiometer was located at the base of the ski gondola 100 m higher than the rawinsonde launch.

\[\text{Figure 1. Microwave profiler and rawinsonde thermodynamic sounding comparison}^{1}\]

---

\[^{1}\text{Ware et al, 2013.}\]
site located 2-km away on the floor of the Whistler Valley. Figure 2 shows example microwave profiler observations from a Boundary Layer Network\(^2\) site in the Dallas-Ft. Worth region.

NWS meteorologists have already proven the value of microwave radiometer thermodynamic observations to improve aviation weather advisories\(^3\). However, cryogenic (liquid nitrogen) calibration at six month intervals is required to ensure radiometer observation accuracy\(^4\). In addition, cryogenic calibration is subject to degradation by liquid water condensation, standing waves\(^5\), and oxygen dissolution in liquid nitrogen on exposure to air\(^6\). Short term calibration changes are also inherent in microwave radiometry that result in accuracy degradation during intervals between cryogenic calibrations\(^7\).

![Figure 2. Microwave profiler observation of a frontal passage at Flower Mound, TX.](image)

We propose to develop and demonstrate an innovative automatic microwave radiometer

---


\(^3\) See Potential NOAA Applications (Section 10.1) and Appendix B.

\(^4\) Maschwitz et al, 2013.

\(^5\) Pospichal et al, 2012.


\(^7\) Brown et al, 2007.
calibration (ACal) system. The ACal system will optimize radiometer observation accuracy, reduce operational costs, and provide output files optimized for assimilation in numerical weather models. Additional cost savings can be realized by operating ACal radiometers at existing NWS facilities (Appendix A). The commercial market for this technology includes hundreds of domestic and international thermodynamic observation networks and sites.

2. Technical Objectives

Our primary technical objective is to build and demonstrate an inexpensive new observing system that will complement the existing observing system at data sparse times and locations. The proposed system will augment NOAA’s data assimilation capability and improve forecast quality. Current microwave radiometer technology is subject to calibration error and uncertainty that limits widespread operational assimilation of its thermodynamic observations. We propose to surpass this limitation with an innovative low cost automated calibration and accuracy verification (ACal) system.

ACal will generate brightness temperatures by forward-modeling existing online NOAA radiosonde and model gridded analysis data. It will automatically adjust radiometer calibration parameters to bring observed and forward-modeled brightness temperatures into agreement. Thermodynamic observations from an ACal radiometer will be provided in netcdf format along with accuracy information required for routine operational assimilation. Widespread availability of accurate, low cost thermodynamic observations will lead to improved aviation weather advisories and weather forecasts. An observation network using this technology can be installed and operated at existing NWS facilities at low incremental cost.

3. Work Plan

3.1 Technical Approach

The accuracy of thermodynamic retrievals from microwave profiler brightness temperature (Tb) observations depends on calibration accuracy and frequency. Calibration is typically performed every six months using a cryogenic (liquid nitrogen) target. Our proposed ACal method makes use of model gridded analysis, or collocated rawinsonde soundings (when available), during

8 Caumont et al, 2016.
10 https://www.ready.noaa.gov/READYmetdata.php
11 https://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf
12 Güldner et al, 2013.
clear weather conditions.

Microwave radiometer calibration based on collocated rawinsonde soundings is well established\textsuperscript{14}. We plan statistical comparison of thermodynamic observation accuracy for radiometer calibration based on gridded analysis vs. rawinsondes. This comparison will be based on collocated radiometer and rawinsonde observations, in cooperation with the NWS Denver-Boulder Weather Forecast Office (WFO), and potentially with other NWS WFOs.

### 3.2 Task Descriptions

Updated thermodynamic profiles from 12-hr rawinsondes and 1-hr NOAA High Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR) gridded forecast and analysis are available online. We will obtain rawinsonde soundings at Denver (CO) and Ft. Worth (TX) and HRRR gridded data at the corresponding rawinsonde launch site locations. We will then compare rawinsonde and gridded data to estimate gridded forecast and analysis accuracy at these two locations. We will continue with forward-modeling to convert rawinsonde and gridded data into brightness temperatures for use in radiometer calibration.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Tasks} & \textbf{1} & \textbf{2} & \textbf{3} & \textbf{4} & \textbf{5} & \textbf{6} \\
\hline
Gain access to HRRR gridded analysis & & & & & & & \\
Compute radiosonde (RS) vs. HRRR profile statistics & & & & & & & \\
Compute forward-modeled (FM) RS vs. HRRR Tb statistics & & & & & & & \\
Calibrate radiometer with RS Tb & & & & & & & \\
Compute RS vs RS-calibrated radiometer profile statistics & & & & & & & \\
Calibrate radiometer with HRRR Tb & & & & & & & \\
Compute RS vs HRRR-calibrated radiometer profile statistics & & & & & & & \\
Compare RS and HRRR-calibrated Tb and profile accuracies & & & & & & & \\
Develop Automatic Calibration (ACal) code & & & & & & & \\
Provide radiometer profiles in netcdf format & & & & & & & \\
Develop profile accuracy verification & & & & & & & \\
Demonstrate radiometer netcdf data assimilation & & & & & & & \\
\hline
\textbf{Deliverables} & & & & & & & \\
\hline
Kickoff Meeting & & & & & & & \\
Bi-Monthly Status Reports & & & & & & & \\
Final Report & & & & & & & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Task and deliverable timelines.}
\end{table}

The accuracy of soundings retrieved from gridded data radiometer calibration will be estimated by comparison with rawinsondes. Next we will commence ACal code development and testing

\textsuperscript{14} Löhner et al, 2012.
based on forward-modeled rawinsonde and gridded data. Radiometer output files will be provided in netcdf format including profile accuracy information. Finally, we will subcontract a modeling group\(^{15}\) to demonstrate assimilation of the netcdf files into numerical weather models. Additional tasks include a kickoff meeting, bi-monthly status reports, and a final report. Task and deliverable timelines are summarized in Table 1.

### 3.3 Meeting the Technical Objectives

NOAA technology and SBIR contracts supported development of commercial microwave radiometry by Radiometrics (RDX) more than 30 years ago, resulting in a global installed base of more than 300 units. RDX continues today as the world leading manufacturer of ground-based microwave radiometer profilers. RDX is highly motivated and well qualified to further refine this technology by ACaI development to improve profile accuracy, reduce operational costs, and optimize data output for model assimilation.

### 3.4 Task Labor Categories and Schedules

The proposed research and development will be initiated during Phase I by RDX Principal and Co-Investigators following the timelines summarized in Table 1. Further refinement of the automated calibration, accuracy verification and assimilation optimization development will be proposed in detail for Phase II. Modeling experts at OU CAPS or STAR LLC may be subcontracted to assist with Phase I and II tasks.

### 4. Related Research and Development

A Launch Weather Decision Support System (LWDSS) is currently in development by Radiometrics and OU CAPS under NASA STTR contract. The LWDSS exploits thermodynamic and liquid water observations by microwave profilers to improve launch operation efficiency and safety, and will also assimilate Radar Wind Profiler data.

### 5. References


\(^{15}\) For example, expert modelers at OU CAPS and STAR LLC.
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7. Relationship with Phase II or other Future R/R&D
Further refinement of the proposed automated calibration, accuracy verification and assimilation development is planned for Phase II by RDX investigators with assistance from OU CAPS under subcontract. Synergy is expected with NASA supported RDX and CAPS work using microwave profiler thermodynamic and liquid water observations to improve launch operations efficiency and safety. The team is committed to developing the complementary ACal and LWDSS systems, and is looking forward to coordinating the proposed efforts through Phase II into Phase III commercialization.

8. Company Information and Facilities
Radiometrics Corporation (RDX) developed its first microwave radiometer product under NOAA SBIR contract in 1986. RDX then pioneered commercial microwave radiometer manufacturing and sales. Since that time RDX has sold more than 300 microwave radiometer products worldwide, most of which continue in operation today. RDX operates 15,000, and 5,000 square foot facilities in Boulder and Longmont, Colorado, including office, laboratory, machine shop, production, and test facilities, and an office in Norman, Oklahoma.

9. Subcontracts and Consultants
We are considering subcontracts to the University of Oklahoma (OU) Center for the Analysis and
Prediction of Storms (CAPS) and STAR LLC. These subcontractors would provide assistance with development and testing of forward-modeling, sounding accuracy statistics and verification, and model assimilation.

10. Potential Applications

10.1 Potential NOAA Applications

National Weather Service (NWS) meteorologists provide aviation weather advisories to U.S. Center Weather Service Units (CWSU) supporting the U.S. Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCC). The CWSU were formed in response to thunderstorm-related commercial passenger aircraft fatalities. National Weather Service meteorologists directly support air traffic control by providing detailed information including the following aviation weather advisories:

- Center Weather Advisories (CWA), up to 2 hours
- Meteorological Impact Statements (MIS), 2-12 hours.

NWS meteorologists at the Denver CWSU have been using microwave profiler data for the past several years, taking advantage of the continuous radiometric thermodynamic soundings and stability index time series to improve CWA and MIS advisories. In particular, convection, icing and freezing level advisories are typically improved when radiometric soundings are available. Details are provided by the Meteorologist in Charge at the Boulder, Colorado, National Weather Service Forecast Office in Appendix B.

![RDX microwave profilers at the NWS rawinsonde station in Denver.](image)
Radiometer operation costs can be minimized if space, security, power and internet are already available at a site location. For example, RDX operated microwave profilers at the Denver rawinsonde station in cooperation with the Denver-Boulder NWS Weather Forecast Office during 2011-2012 (Figure 3). During this time period, the Denver CWSU discovered the value of continuous thermodynamic soundings for CWA and MIS advisory improvements. The CWSU has used the soundings to improve advisories since then, contingent on data availability.

During Phase II and III we plan to demonstrate automated radiometer calibration and operations in cooperation with the Denver-Boulder WFO and CWSU. Resulting advisory and model forecast improvements could potentially be expanded to include more than 200 NWS WFO, CWSU and rawinsonde launch locations (Appendix A). Such expansion would greatly increase thermodynamic observations of the data sparse boundary layer, at low cost.

10.2 Potential Non-NOAA Commercial Applications

The proposed automatically calibrated low-cost thermodynamic observing system has potential applications at U.S. and international airports and space launch ranges. Applications also include the following domestic and international thermodynamic observation networks and sites: New York State Mesonet (17 sites)\(^\text{16}\), MWRnet (70 sites)\(^\text{17}\), India Air Force network (20 sites)\(^\text{18}\), Tokyo network (10 sites)\(^\text{19}\), Korean Air Force network (8 sites), Boundary Layer Network (16 sites)\(^\text{20}\), and more than 100 individual site locations in China, India and elsewhere.

The potential non-NOAA commercial market for this technology includes hundreds of domestic and international thermodynamic observation networks and individual stations.

11. Similar Proposals and Awards

There are no similar proposals or awards for the proposed work.

12. Budget – included in submission package

13. Appendix A: CWSU, WFO and Rawinsonde Sites

Existing NWS CWSU, WFO and rawinsonde facility sites are shown in Figures 4-6 that could potentially host ACal radiometer operations, providing security, power and internet support at low incremental cost. Radiometer operations at these sites would contribute to an emerging national thermodynamic observation system.

\(^\text{16}\) http://www.nysmesonet.org
\(^\text{17}\) http://cetemps.aquila.infn.it/mwrnet
\(^\text{18}\) https://www.info-electronics.co.in/projects.html
\(^\text{19}\) Shimizu et al, 2017.
Figure 4. The 21 CWSU located at U.S. Air Traffic Control Centers\textsuperscript{21}.

Figure 5. The 122 U.S. Weather Forecast Offices\textsuperscript{22}.

\textsuperscript{21} http://www.nws.noaa.gov/aviation/pages/CWSU/CWSU.php
\textsuperscript{22} https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_National_Weather_Service_Weather_Forecast_Offices
Figure 6. The 102 NWS rawindsonde launch sites (there are 23 additional sites in Alaska, the Pacific and Caribbean)\textsuperscript{23}.

\textsuperscript{23} https://www.weather.gov/upperair/nws_upper
Memorandum For: NOAA Grant Evaluation Committee

From: Nezette Rydell, Meteorologist in Charge
National Weather Service Forecast Office, Boulder, CO

National Weather Service Denver Center Weather Service Unit (CWSU) and Weather Forecast Office Boulder, CO (WFO) meteorologists have used continuous thermodynamic sounding information when it has been available via http://weatherview.radiometrics.com to improve aviation forecasts and weather advisories to the FAA over the last several years. This information has been helpful in forecasting near-term weather for Denver International Airport (DIA) and surrounding areas, particularly in regard to convection, inversions, and with freezing drizzle, snow, and icing.

During convective season, real-time soundings provided by RDX have been instrumental in diagnosing the actual presence or absence of mid- and upper-level instability as compared to model forecasts, directly aiding the forecasting and evolution of showers or thunderstorms at/near DIA and arrival and departure gates.

These soundings were also used in winter seasons; aiding in near real-time to monitor phenomena such as surface inversion strength (to forecast wind speed and direction and low stratus), and for monitoring of depth of low-level moisture and temperature profiles for forecast adjustments with regard to the onset timing of freezing drizzle, rain, and changeover to snow.

We estimate our forecasters used this data, when available, several times a week, and in rapidly evolving weather events, multiple times per day. The temporal resolution for these observations, roughly every 30-40 minutes, provided significant confidence to our staff in updated forecasts and warning operations.